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ABSTRACT

Renewables such as photovoltaics and wind turbines have seen consistent growth in markets across
the globe. While renewables increase grid capacity and reduce the use of fossil fuels, their generation rates fluctuate subject to external factors. As the ratio of renewables to nonrenewables
increases, so does variability of net load on intermediate and peaking power plants. Power plants
with heat recovery steam generators (HRSG) constitute a significant proportion in these categories.
There are several interconnected systems within HRSGs, including drum boilers which exhibit
interesting transient phenomena known as swell and shrink. Improved understanding, dynamic
modeling, and real-time simulation (RTS) of HRSGs is therefore of great interest to operators and
control system designers as power plants see greater need to operate transiently.
This research focused on two key areas: (1) The creation of a general library of HRSG components intended for RTS and (2) the dynamic modeling of drum boilers including the dynamics of
swell and shrink. A library of modular HRSG components was built using Simulink, enabling
the creation of HRSGs with plant-specific configuration. Component models were adapted from
existing work performed in direct relation to this research. RTS was demonstrated by compiling an LP HRSG model to Siemens SIMATIC S7, which was downloaded onto a S7-1500 PLC
through Siemens TIA Portal. The model was connected to—and controlled by—an HRSG controller provided by Siemens Energy. A drum boiler model which simulates swell and shrink was
then developed within the HRSG component library for RTS. The boiler model was divided into
the major subcomponents of the drum, downcomer, and riser. Steady-state performance showed
good agreement with reference data provided by Siemens Energy. Non-minimum phase response
of the boiler model was demonstrated, and step responses were qualitatively compared to existing
literature on the dynamic modeling of boiler swell and shrink.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation

Within the power generation industry there has been a large shift towards the development and
deployment of renewable energy production methods. The variable and unpredictable nature of
several renewable energy production methods, such as solar and wind, rely on extrinsic conditions
that vary randomly and cyclically. In practice, this amounts to increased variance in the net energy
load on traditional generators. While energy storage methods are in development, they are not
yet practical or economically viable, and so electricity generation must be matched to demand. A
deficiency in net generation has the potential to desync generators, instigate load shedding, and
cause blackouts. As such, intermediate and peak load power plants have seen increased use to
meet electricity demand. Intermediate power plants comprise the largest sector of generators in the
United States, with a majority of these being combined cycle gas turbines (CCGT) power plants.
High overall efficiency of CCGT power plants, combined with low fuel costs, make these plants
favorable to expensive peak load power plants. With the potential need for CCGT power plants to
operate under greater variance, detailed understanding of HRSG dynamics is valuable.

1.2

Objectives

The goal of this work is twofold, though both facets serve towards an overall aim to develop
understanding of dynamics heat recovery steam generators (HRSG) in CCGT power plants. The
first objective of this research is to create a library of dynamic numerical models that can be used
in the creation of dynamic HRSG simulations in real-time applications. Prior research work within
this same lab has seen the development of HRSG models, but real-time simulation (RTS) has been
1

hindered by certain aspects of the software in which it was implemented. In order to improve
upon this, adaptation of existing work is done by construction of the HRSG component library in
Simulink. The library capabilities will be demonstrated by implementation of a single-pressure
HRSG model onto a Siemens S7-1500 PLC.
The second objective is the creation of a drum boiler that accurately captures transient dynamics.
Specifically, swell and shrink of the drum water level in response to rapid changes in operation
should be reproduced within the boiler. Siemens Energy has provided construction data and heat
flow diagrams for the HRSGs at the CCGT Panda Stonewall power plant. Process variables and
geometric parameters for 2 drum boilers within the HRSGs will be used for simulation, and results
will be compared to reference. Since suitable transient data of the drum boiler is not currently
included, evaluation of dynamic response, including swell and shrink, will be performed through
step test simulations of specific process variables.

1.3

1.3.1

Method

HRSG Component Library

In the creation of the HRSG component library, consideration is given to the organizational structure of the models, and the generalizability of components in different configurations. Incremental
improvements are also considered to the existing HRSG components, including adoption of an
equation of state (EOS) appropriate for polar molecules in the vapor phase. Through evaluation
of computational efficiency and standardization, this research aims to provide a solid foundation
upon which HRSG models can be constructed.

2

1.3.2

Drum Boiler Model

A novel boiler model is proposed in Chapter 4. A lumped control volume (CV) approach is adopted
for this boiler model, consisting of the metal mass, drum fluid, downcomer fluid, and riser fluid. It
should be noted that each of the fluid CVs encompass both the liquid and vapor phases of water.
As such, no control volume boundary is placed at the interface of phases. All mass and energy
exchanges of phase change are considered internal to the respective CVs. The downcomer and
riser loop are first considered to each be single control volume spanning the total length of piping
in the loop. These CVs are further discretized into sub-elements to allow for development of steam
along the pipe length in the direction of flow. The number of discretized elements and simulation
step size are both considered in the context of development for RTS.

3

CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH CONTEXT

2.1

Background

In the US, the most common types of power plant are natural gas-fired industrial power plants
with 40.5% of total net utility scale generation in 2020 [1, Table 3.1.A], and comprising 42.3% of
summer generation utility scale capacity as of March 2022 [2, Table 6.1]. While advanced class
gas turbines (GT) can achieve above 40% efficiency, CCGT power plants can achieve efficiencies
surpassing 60%. It is unsurprising that a majority of natural gas generation capacity comes from
CCGT power plants.
There are several interconnected systems in a CCGT power plant including the gas turbine, steam
turbine, condenser, and heat recovery steam generator, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The overall
operation of a GTCC can be represented by two separate thermodynamic processes. The gas
turbine operates in an open Brayton cycle, combusting natural gas with air to drive a GT generator.
The hot exhaust, called flue gas (FG), passes through the HRSG heat exchanger. This HRSG serves
as the head-addition component of the closed-loop steam turbine (ST) Rankine cycle, where the
heat in the flue gas converts water to steam to drive a ST generator. From the perspective of cycle
efficiency, the ST Rankine cycle serves to convert GT exhaust exergy into useful work. This is
visually represented in T-S diagram of Fig. 2.2, where the lower right hand corner represents the
GT exhaust exergy. Ideally, the ST cycle would convert 100% of the exergy to useful work, with
the area enclosed by the ST cycle encompassing the entire lower right hand corner. While this is
not possible, maximizing exergetic efficiency is a high priority for plant designers.

4

Figure 2.1: Diagram of a combined cycle gas turbine power plant [3]

2.1.1

HRSG

The physical function of the HRSG is to convert water to superheated steam. To achieve this,
A HRSG contains the economizer, evaporator, and superheater heat transfer sections. The economizer first brings the liquid water temperature up close to saturation. In the evaporator, water

5

Figure 2.2: (1) Brayton GT cycle (2) Rankine ST cycle (3) heat addition irreversibility (4) heat
rejection irreversibility (i.e. GT exhaust exergy)

is vaporized. Steam is superheated as it passes through the superheater, and then continues to
the steam turbine. Current state-of-the-art HRSGs, such as the reference HRSGs at the Panda
Stonewall power plant, use a three pressure-level reheat (3PRH) configuration to maximize efficiency. A diagram of a typical 3PRH HRSG system is shown in Fig. 2.3.

2.1.2

Drum Boiler

The most common type of evaporator section in HRSGs are drum boilers, and consist of three
primary subcomponents: The drum, the downcomer, and the riser. A simplified diagram of a drum
boiler is shown in Fig. 2.4. The actual circulation loop consists of small number of large downcomer pipes and several smaller riser tubes to increase the heat transfer surface area. Vaporization
of water in the riser induces natural circulation within the riser and downcomer. Steam generated

6

Figure 2.3: A horizontal 3PRH HRSG. [4, p. 241] Reproduced with permission.

travels upward through the water and into the upper portion of the drum. Steam is separated and
passes to the superheaters.
Maintaining the drum level is critical to safe operation, and is a component of the overall drum control system. Drum levels outside of a specified tolerance will initiate a protective trip. As steam
is generated and moves upwards into the drum, it displaces water until the steam rises through the
water level surface. Rapid changes in system condition can cause rapid vaporization or condensation within the risers. As this change occurs below the water level, the steam below the water
level can rapidly change in volume and consequently alter the measured water level. This behavior
gives rise to the phenomena known as swell and shrink.

7

Figure 2.4: Simplified drum boiler schematic

2.2

Literature Review

The characterization of HRSGs and industrial drum boilers has received significant effort, and
spans a range of modeling focuses and intentions. A brief survey of HRSG and boiler models is
given below.
Several models have been developed with specific plant types or HRSG configurations intrinsic to

8

the overall design. Bhambare et al. proposed a model of a coal-fired thermal power plant with
a natural circulation boiler [5]. The drum model used 4 states to describe energy and mass of
the drum and circulation loop. This model assumes a linear increase in quality along the riser
length. However, steam below the water level in the drum is not accounted for, and so swell and
shrink behavior is not present. In an article by Tian et al., non-linear drum boiler-turbine unit was
created, with a focus on balancing fidelity and simplicity for controller system design [6]. This
model uses genetic algorithm optimization of parameters to reduce model error. Swell and shrink
is not considered within the scope of simulation.
Researchers at Lund Institute of Technology in Lund, Sweden and Macquarie University in New
South Wales, Australia have explored the characterization of industrial boilers for power systems
in a series of papers since the early 1970s [7]. Åström and Eklund published a simplified non-linear
model for a drum boiler-turbine, using five tuned parameters. A model based on first principles was
introduced by Åström and Bell in 1988 [8, 9], culminating in the widely cited model commonly
referred to as the Åström-Bell drum boiler model [10]. In a grey-box identification case study by
Sorlie and Eborn, various two to five state models were evaluated, and it was determined that the
four state Åström-Bell model was the “...the most powerful unfalsifiable model.” [11] The fourstate model proposed been widely used as the basis for dynamic control design optimization of
industrial drum boilers[12, 13, 14]. Modeling of the HP system of a HRSG was performed by
Ahmed et al., based on the the Åström-Bell drum model. Nonetheless, the Åström-Bell model
assumes a linear development of steam along the risers with empirical factors governing steam
residence, and in [10] it is noted that possible modifications may include revision to the circulation
flow or finer subdivision of the risers.
Characterization of the circulation loop and similar two-phase systems have been the subject of
research in several contexts, including boilers [15, 16, 17]. Two-phase flow in a direct steam
generation system used a discretized riser and downcomer loop, though in this application flow
9

was horizontal and no drum model was needed [18].

2.3

Prior Work

The research efforts presented in this thesis build upon the work performed by current and previous
members of the Lab. Broadly, these include the development of an HRSG, built within SPPAT3000. An LP HRSG model was created by Caesar, with the development of equations to describe
the economizer, evaporator, and superheater subsystems [19]. These components used lumped
CVs, using energy and mass balance equations to describe the system. A fully integrated HRSG
model was developed by McConnell, incorporating the high pressure (HP), intermediate pressure
(IP), and low pressure (LP) systems of the 3PRH HRSG in a dynamic simulation [20]. This work
also improved upon the evaporator model, demonstrating the possibility of explicitly modeling
phase mass and energy interactions in transient conditions. Efforts to make a complete closed-loop
ST cycle were advanced by Odeh through the development of a dynamic condenser model [21].
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CHAPTER 3: HRSG COMPONENT LIBRARY

Prior work within the HySES lab has been conducted within the software of SPPA-T3000, a control
system designed by Siemens for industrial plant control. Since the ultimate intent was to eventually
implement and run HRSG simulations in processor-in-the-loop (PIL) configuration with industrial
powerplant control hardware and software, this was seen at the time as the best choice. A significant benefit was built-in thermodynamic property calculation blocks native to the software. While
SPPA-T3000 is an excellent control system for plant operation, it has been discovered that it is
not well suited for the level of physics-based dynamic modeling produced by this lab. In several
simulation tests, simulation time-step size limitations required that simulations be time-dilated.
In effect, this meant that RTS was not possible with the hardware made available to the lab. Ultimately, the inability to easily export data, distribute model files, and make model changes led to the
decision to find an alternative platform for simulation that would provide better dynamic modeling
capabilities while still allowing integration with power plant controls.
The release of Siemens TIA (Totally Integrated Automation) Portal in 2010 saw the integration
of several automation software programs into a single package. As of TIA Portal V17, shown in
Fig 3.1, the package includes software for PLC programming, HMI visualization, and parameterization. Siemens also offers a Simulink add-on and an open dev kit (ODK) for compiling models
to the PLC programming software SIMATIC STEP 7 (S7) in TIA Portal for Siemens PLCs. This
enables Simulink models to be compiled to target as C++ code to generate an S7 functional block
(FB) which can be downloaded onto Siemens 1500s series PLCs. Once on PLCs, integration to
plant control software is possible. Given the commonality and use of Simulink at all stages from
academic research to industrial R&D, it was a prime choice to develop the software.
The creation of the HRSG library first requires the adaptation of existing models from SPPA-
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Figure 3.1: TIA Portal interface

T3000 to Simulink, while integration of Simulink models in TIA Portal required development of
procedural knowledge. Though technical manuals exist for Simatic Target and the ODK, practical application uncovered various minor technical challenges and opportunities for improvement
which each had to be address and solved. The following sections detail the most significant aspects
of the HRSG library creation process.

3.1

Component Architecture

The HRSG components as built in Simulink are directly based on the work of Caesar and McConnell [19, 20]. This consists of economizer, evaporator, and superheater models. For the sake
of brevity, only an overall summary of the HRSG architecture is given along with changes made
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the Panda Stonewall 3PRH HRSG

as part of continuing development.
As shown in Fig. 2.3, HRSGs are composed of several heat transfer sections each composed of
several tubes. These tubes are physically bundled into groups called boxes. This grouping provides
a natural way of simplifying and lumping the masses and fluid control volumes. A schematic
representation of the specific HRSG at the Panda Stonewall power plant is given in Fig. 3.2, where
the lumped component CVs are linked by corresponding heat and mass flow connections. Boxes
4 and 6 have been divided to allow for a metal temperature difference to develop between boilers
and adjacent components. With the lumped mass and fluid CV construction, these components are
simplified and only require generalized parameters of the specific corresponding system. In this
way, the model can be broken down into common functional blocks (FB).
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Figure 3.3: HRSG component library

Within Simulink, interfaces between blocks are organized with signal buses to simplify construction of HRSG models. These buses become structs during code generation. Buses for process
values (PV), system parameters (SP), and initial conditions (IC), and component output form the
basis of the bus structure. The components of the model are shown in Fig. 3.3.

3.2

Thermodynamic Calculations

In each of the fluid CV components, the thermodynamic properties of water are needed. In SPPAT3000, thermodynamic FBs native to the program can be used. In Simulink, there is no native
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Figure 3.4: Thermodynamic properties library using XSteam

equivalent for thermodynamic calculations available for use. MATLAB wrappers have often been
used for the incorporation of external libraries including REFPROP and CoolProp. These are both
thermodynamic libraries, but as wrappers cannot be used for code generation directly.
A suitable alternative was found to be XSteam, a native MATLAB script which uses the IAFWSIF97 formulation. The IAFWS-IF97 formulation is an industrial formulation for the calculation of
several thermodynamic properties of water created by the International Association for the Properties of Water and Steam (IAFWS). A native MATLAB code version was developed by Holmgren
[22] was found to be compatible with our simulation. Minor modification was required for code
generation. As the function is called through a MATLAB function in Simulink, the memory for
each instance must be preallocated. In standard use, out-of-range inputs to the XSteam function
returns a string-type error message. There are instances where these conditions may occur in the
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model during operation. By design in the CVs, these errors do not impact the function of the
model. However, returning a string-type error would cause the system to fail. As such, the error handling of the simulation was modified to return a numeric-type error. With these changes,
the thermodynamic calculations library, shown in Fig. 3.4, was able to be used within the HRSG
component library.

3.3

Equation of State

The superheater and boiler component vapor CVs use the two state variables of temperature and
mass. Pressure is determined according to the cubic equation of state (EOS) by Redlich and
Kwong of the form P (T, v). Cubic EOS for gasses that been widely used in the field of process
engineering for its simple construction. While more accurate calculations exist in the forms of
Helmholtz-energy based EOS, cubic EOS formulations are still often used in control applications
where computational efficiency and implementation simplicity are valued.
Two modified cubic EOS were considered for implementation. The first was the EOS by Peng and
Robinson, given as
P =

aα(T )
RT
− 2
,
v − b v + 2bv − b2

where a, b, and α are factors involving the critical temperature, pressure, and acentric factor of the
gas species. The second considered was the EOS by Gibbons and Laughton [23], given as

P =

RT
aα(T )
−
.
v − b v(v + b)

In both models, α is a function of T , but each is unique to its respective equation. This EOS was
specifically created for polar compounds such as water.
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A comparison of Gibbons-Laughton (GL), Peng-Robinston (PR) and Redlich-Kwong (RK) is
shown in 3.1, with percentage difference to a Helmholtz-based EOS in REFPROP. Values representative of typical steady-state conditions of operation for each vapor CV present within the
HRSG are shown. It should be noted that inaccuracies will generally shrink the further a gas is
from the vapor saturation line. Using the results shown, the Gibbons-Laughton EOS was selected
for use in the vapor CVs of the HRSG library.

Table 3.1: Relative error of cubic EOS for HRSG Vapor CVs

HP SH
IP SH
LP SH
HP DRUM
IP DRUM
LP DRUM

Temp
K
840.43
839.15
537.54
596.65
537.48
428.67

Vol
m3
kmol

0.58
2.50
8.34
0.26
0.71
6.16

Pressure
GL
11.29
2.75
0.53
12.38
5.22
0.56

(MPa)
PR
RK REFPROP
11.18 11.01
11.20
2.75
2.74
2.75
0.53
0.53
0.53
12.49 12.71
11.82
5.26
5.33
5.03
0.56
0.56
0.55
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Error
GL
0.78%
0.11%
0.13%
4.79%
3.84%
1.60%

PR
-0.15%
-0.10%
0.17%
5.72%
4.49%
1.74%

RK
-1.66%
-0.44%
0.27%
7.58%
5.87%
2.06%

CHAPTER 4: BOILER MODEL

4.1

Theory

Fig. 2.4 shows a schematic of a typical drum boiler. The key components are (1) the drum, (2),
the downcomers, and (3) the risers. The drum, a horizontal pressure vessel, contains both water
and steam at saturation during operation. Feedwater is supplied at near-saturation temperature into
the boiler while steam is drawn from the upper half of the drum, passing through steam cyclone
or baffle separators. Connected to the drum is the downcomer-riser loop, also referred to as the
circulation loop. Downcomers pull water from a low point in the drum, ensuring only water enters.
This water flows down into a series of feeder headers, at which point the water is diverted to
several individual riser pipes. The evaporator piping, exposed to the hot gas path, supplies heat to
the water, ultimately converting the water to steam. The numerous riser pipes serve to increase the
heat transfer area of the pipe metal to the water. In addition, the outside of the risers are finned,
such that the total flue gas to metal surface area is increased by up to 3000% percent [4]. As
steam is generated, the bulk density difference of the downcomer and riser water columns induces
a natural convection of downward flow through the downcomer and upwards flow through the
risers. In certain boiler designs, where risers are situated horizontally, pumps can be used to force
circulation. Only natural convection boilers are considered within this research as they are the
most common in GTCC power plants and are the type for which reference data has been provided
by Siemens Energy.
The steam that is generated in the risers enter the drum underneath the water level within the drum.
Consequently, the steam under the water level displaces water and contributes to the measured
water level by the transducers. Maintaining water within the drum at all times is critical for safe
operation of the boiler and HRSG. If the water level is allowed to rise, the drum will eventually be
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unable to provide steam for components downstream. If allowed to fall, the absence of water may
allow metal temperatures to rise to dangerous levels. In either case, deviation from the designed
water level set point incurs high risks of equipment damage.

4.1.1 Åström-Bell Model

An important aspect of development for the novel drum model is comparison to existing work. As
stated in Section 2.2, the boiler model created by Åström and Bell has been widely cited in papers
for use in boiler control design. For this reason, as a precursor to the development of a novel boiler
model, the Åström-Bell boiler model was implemented within Simulink for evaluation. In this
section, a brief overview of the model is given, along with observations on its assumptions and the
model’s compatibility with the HRSG library. The responses from the model to step changes are
compared qualitatively in Section 5.2.2.3 in comparison to the results of the novel boiler proposed.
The Åström-Bell model is described in [10], wherein the 4-state description is given in terms of
the state variables of drum pressure P , total water volume in the boiler Vwt , riser exit quality ar ,
and volume of steam under the water level in the drum Vsd . The fluid properties are given by
approximations to steam tables, including partial derivative terms taken with respect to the states.
The model consists of a nested structure (((P, Vwt ), ar ), Vsd ), where the inner most terms of Vwt
and P denote a 2 state system describing total bulk thermodynamics of the boiler, including the
circulation loop and all associated drum and piping metal. On top of this, a description for the
riser and steam distribution in the drum are subsequently given to make a 3 and 4 state system,
respectively.
By using a completely unified control volume for the boiler fluid and metal, descriptions of multiple
components in a box is not possible. Separation of the metal from the global equations would
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become necessary to incorporate the Åström-Bell model into the HRSG library as designed. This
change brings about the need for descriptions of heat energy interaction between metal and fluid
control volumes, something that is not modeled in the Åström-Bell model.
There are also aspects of the circulation loop that may be considered undesirable for HRSG library
integration. In the paper by Åström and Bell, it is noted that the development of steam in a riser
may be considered a linear function of position, starting at 0 at the bottom of the circulation loop,
rising to ar at the exit. This is stated to be an assumption for the description of riser, and so imposes
this relationship upon the model. In the proposed boiler model, it is desired that steam distribution
not be explicitly predefined. Quality distribution is also used for the description of the volume
fraction in the riser. As a result of an explicit expression for the average volume fraction of steam
at the riser exit, the term contains a removable, non-diverging, discontinuity when riser exit quality
is 0. This imposes a limitation on the riser that prevents the circulation loop from being completely
filled with water. While this discontinuity may be avoided by limiting the lower range of ar > 0,
it does present an undesired restriction on a condition that is typical in HRSG startup; at start-up,
the entire circulation loop will contain only water.
With the intent to build a boiler model suitable for the HRSG library, the aspects of the ÅströmBell model stated above had been noted and considered, leading to the development of a novel
drum boiler.

4.2

Model Architecture

The proposed boiler design consists of discrete CVs that correspond to the key components of
the drum boiler. These are the metal CV, drum CV, downcomer CV, and riser CV. The metal
CV consists of all metal mass in the riser and downcomer pipes, as well as the drum metal. The
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metal CV used for this model is the same as that built within the Simulink HRSG library, and is
structurally unchanged from prior work. The drum CV is defined to be the entire internal volume
of the drum. The riser and downcomer components form the circulation loop. It must be clearly
stated that all fluid CVs of the boiler are considered able to contain two phases, and no dividing
boundary is established at the interface of vapor and liquid volumes. Heat transfer between the two
phases is rapid, and so thermal equilibrium between the phases is assumed. With this condition,
the fluid can be considered to be a pseudo single-phase fluid, where thermodynamic properties are
given by the weighted average according to mass fraction. This takes the form of

y = yf + x(yg − yf ) = yf + xyf g ,

(4.1)

where y represents a given thermodynamic property. If y is said to be specific enthalpy h, then Eq.
4.1 represents the specific enthalpy of the pseudo single-phase fluid.
At saturation, temperature and pressure become dependent parameters, it becomes necessary to
use a different pair of properties to define the fluid. Characterization of fluid in this model is well
suited by choosing the states of temperature T and mass fraction, or quality, x to define the system
for each CV. These states are used in the development of the equation for the circulation loop in
Section 4.3. Additional states and equations relating to steam distribution within the drum are
introduced in Section 4.4, including equations for the drum swell and shrink.

4.3

Circulation Loop

The flow through the circulation loop is considered one dimensional along the z axial direction of
flow. Mass and energy are conserved by the equations 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. Here, v is the
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Figure 4.1: Riser model discretization

velocity vector, K is kinetic energy, U is internal energy, W is energy flux, and Q̇ is heat.

∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρv) = 0
∂t

(4.2)

D
(K + U ) = W + Q̇
Dt

(4.3)
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Treating the area through the riser and downcomer sections as constant, the mass balance becomes

A

∂ρ ∂(Aρw)
+
=0.
∂t
∂z

By multiplying all terms by the element length along the positive axis, one obtains
∂(lAρ)
∂(Aρw)
+l
=0.
∂t
∂z
The first term is recognized to be the accumulation rate of mass within the element, where the
second term represents the incoming and outgoing mass flows. Discretizing along the z axis with
n elements, the energy balance of each element is now simply given as

ṁi + (ṁi,out − ṁi,in ) = 0 .

(4.4)

Ignoring kinetic and potential energy of the element, the energy balance equation for an element
can be expresses as
∂(ui mi )
= Q̇i + ṁi,in hi,in − ṁi,out hi .
∂t

(4.5)

By substitution of Eq. 4.4 solved for ṁi,out into Eq. 4.5, one obtains the expression

u̇i mi + ṁi (ui − hi ) = Q̇i + ṁi,in (hi,in − hi ) .

Recognizing u − h = −P v, this becomes

u̇i mi − ṁi vi P = Q̇i + ṁi,in (hi,in − hi ) .

(4.6)

Considering now the mass and specific volume of an element of the circulation loop. These are
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related by
Li ∗ A = Vi = mi vi ,

(4.7)

where Vi is the constant volume of the element and Li is the length of the element. Taking the time
derivative yields
ṁi vi = −v̇i mi .

(4.8)

By substituting Eq. 4.8 into Eq. 4.6, one obtains

u̇i mi + v̇i mi P = Q̇i + ṁi,in (hi,in − hi ) .

(4.9)

The system must be solvable in terms of the state variables. As such, the partial derivatives of
u̇ and v̇ are taken with respect to the state variables in Eq. 4.10 and 4.11, respectively, where
Cv,f g = Cv,g − Cv,f and


u̇ = Ṫ

∂vf g
∂T

=

∂vg
∂T

−

∂vf
.
∂T

The derivation of u̇g is given in Appendix C.

∂vg
Cv,g + xCv,f g + xβ
∂T


v̇ = Ṫ



∂vf
∂vf g
+x
∂T
∂T

+ ẋuf g



∂vg
= Ṫ Cv + xβ
+ ẋuf g
∂T


+ ẋvf g = Ṫ

∂v
+ ẋvf g
∂T

(4.10)

(4.11)

The result of incorporating Eq. 4.10 and 4.11 into Eq. 4.9, collecting terms by the state change
rates Ṫ and ẋ, is given in Eq. 4.12.


∂vg,i ∂vi
Ṫi mi Cv,i + xi βi
+
Pi + ẋi mi (uf g,i + vf g,i Pi ) = Q̇i + ṁi,in (hi,in − hi ) .
∂T
∂T

(4.12)

Pressure Pi in the equation above does not refer to the saturation pressure of the given element
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at Ti . Rather, it denotes the external pressure imposed upon the element. In construction, this is
determined by the element vertically above it, where the first element takes the pressure of the
drum. The pressure of each element is calculated according to the Eq. 4.13, where g denotes
gravity.

Pi,out = Pi −

gLi
vi

(4.13)

Fluid at saturation is commonly understood to exist in a binary phase of either liquid or vapor at
equilibrium. Thermodynamic properties of either phase can be given through an appropriate EOS
as a function of a single state, and transition between the two binary phases is associated with a
corresponding change in internal energy. Boiling rates of superheated liquids increase nonlinearly
with higher degrees of superheat. This increases until there is a breakdown of phase continuity at
the spinodal limit, or curve. In practice, significant superheat is difficult to achieve. Non-saturation
boiling is proposed by the linearized equation

ẋ = Kb (Psat − P ) ,

(4.14)

where Kb is a tunable parameter on the boiling rate. Evaporation rate is scaled linearly with the
difference in saturation pressure to system pressure. It should be noted that this equation assumes
a single tunable factor may adequately describe the rate of evaporation and condensation for a
system. For the scope of testing in this work, this assumption is sufficient. Also implicit in this
equation is the necessity of liquid superheat to induce vaporization; if saturation pressure and
system pressure are identical, no evaporation will occur. Enforcement of Ṫ = 0 in the drum is
made when the pressure delta between experienced and saturation pressure is less than a deadband
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, and so switching for saturation condition occurs when 4.15 is true.

−

Psat − P
>0
P

(4.15)

With Eq. 4.12, Eq. 4.13, and Eq. 4.14, the system is explicitly solvable. Under non-saturation
conditions, the system is solved to be

ẋi = Kb (Psat,i − Pi ) ,

(4.16)

and
Ṫi =

ṁi,in (hi,in − hi ) + Q̇i − ẋi mi hf g,i

.
i
i
mi Pi ∂v
+ Cv,i + xi βi ∂v
∂T
∂T

(4.17)

Under saturation conditions, the system is solved to be

ẋi =

ṁi,in (hi,in − hi ) + Q̇i
,
mi hf g,i

(4.18)

with
Ṫi = 0 .

(4.19)

Flow in the downcomer and riser loop has a scaled factor for pipe flow resistance, Kl , and is given
by
s
ṁd = Kl

Pd − P r
,
vf

(4.20)

where Pd and Pr represent the total column pressure of the downcomer and riser, respectively.
Parameter data provided by Siemens Energy contained no information on flow through the circulation loop. In order to ensure reasonable parameters were chosen for simulation, typical flow rates
for drum boilers were used according to [4, p. 243].
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Figure 4.2: Drum model

4.4

Drum

The energy balance equation written explicitly for the drum is given in equation 4.21.

ṁu + mu̇ = ṁf w hf w − ṁs hg + ṁr hr − ṁd hf − ṁIBD hf

(4.21)

Definition of the term u̇ must be given in terms of the state variables. This is given as




∂vg
∂vg
u̇ = Ṫ Cv,g + xCv,f g + xβ
+ ẋuf g = Ṫ Cv + xβ
+ ẋuf g .
∂T
∂T

(4.22)

Thus the equation of energy becomes,


∂vg
Ṫ m Cv + xβ
+ ẋmuf g = ṁf w hf w − ṁs hg + ṁr hr − ṁd hf − ṁIBD hf − ṁu
∂T

(4.23)

The drum is of a constant volume Vd and, with the bulk pseudo fluid, is related to specific volume
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by
Vd = mv .

(4.24)

This forms the basis of mass balance in the drum. Taking the partial derivative of 4.21 with respect
to time yields
0 = ṁv + mv̇ .

(4.25)

Substituting in the expression for v̇, this yields the final expression

Ṫ m

∂v
+ ẋmvf g = −ṁv
∂T

(4.26)

Equations 4.23 and 4.26 describe a solvable system of equations to determine the terms Ṫ and ẋ,
and this forms the basis of the drum. Note that this model is sufficient to describe the total steam
within the drum but, as the phases are modeled as a pseudo fluid, no information is given about the
distribution of steam within the drum.
A simple assumption that all liquid resides in the lower part of the drum implies that the water
volume may be found according to the equation Vf = (1 − x)mvf . This can be converted to water
level by geometry of the drum. Vapor below the water level, however, is not accounted for, and
must be added to the water volume.
The method for accounting steam under the water level is proposed by the introduction of two
states and equations. First, the state variables mb and ṁesc are declared to be the mass of steam
below the water level and the steam escape rate through the water level, respectively. A relationship
between these is given as
ṁb = ṁr xr − ṁesc ,

(4.27)

where the subscript r denotes the flow of fluid entering the drum from the risers. The second
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equation introduces a time delay, or residence, to steam in the drum. This is given by

m̈esc = Ke (ṁb ) ,

(4.28)

where Ke is a tunable parameter. Final accounting for water level is now possible, where the total
volume of water and water displaced by steam under the water level is given by

Vwl = vf (1 − x)m + vg mb .

(4.29)

Level in the drum is found by approximating the drum as a horizontal cylinder, and using a normalized table relating filled volume to height.

4.4.1

Alternative Drum Description

An alternative description for the drum model was developed and considered for implementation.
Where the model given above is based on saturation conditions for fluid properties, the alternative
model seeks to provide a separate degree of freedom for the model to enable non-saturation conditions within the drum. For reasons that are specified in this section, the former saturation-based
model is ultimately chosen for integration in the HRSG library. However, the proposed model
represents a novel way of defining the drum system. With further refinements, it is believed that
the non-saturation model may by used to great effect for highly transient drum boiler simulation.
A similar approach to the riser elements is taken for the core of this drum definition, wherein the
control volume encompasses the total volume within the drum. All energy and mass fluxes occur
at pipe interfaces. All balance equations consider the combination of liquid and vapor within the
drum. All thermodynamic properties of the pseudo single-phase fluid in the non-saturated model
are also calculated using the mass average of both phases in the drum. Extending the use of quality
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x to indicate the steam-mass ratio at and near saturation conditions, extensive fluid thermodynamic
properties may be defined.
It is assumed that temperature of liquid and vapor phases move in unison, and can be described
by a single variable T . This assumes the temperature of the vapor and liquid phases to always
be in equilibrium. Pressure must be allowed to change independently from temperature for nonsaturatino conditions to occur. As such, pressure is given as a function of temperature and vapor
specific volume according to the Gibbons-Laughton cubic EOS [23].
The key difference of this non-saturation model is the use of the additional state variable m, which
here indicates the total mass of the pseudo single-phase fluid in the drum. This, taken with the state
variables of the previous drum model, means that the five states of the system are T, m, x, mb , ṁesc .
Boiling rate is given by the same linear boiling rate structure as the riser in Eq. 4.14, where the
pressure P is the pressure given the EOS according to the specific volume of the steam in the drum.
Conservation of mass is described as

ṁ = ṁf w − ṁs + ṁr − ṁd − ṁIBD .

(4.30)

What remains, then, is adequate characterization of the time variable terms within the equations
in terms of the state variable change rates. In the saturation model, the specific volume is given
according to the saturation temperature of the system. Whereas in the non-saturation model, the
specific volume of vapor is given by
vg = Vg /mg ,

(4.31)

where Vg is the total volume of vapor within the drum. Assuming the specific volume of water to
remain close to specific volume at saturation a substitution for Vg = V − Vf can be made. This,
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allows for the density of specific volume of the vapor phase to be determined by the states of T, x,
and m.

vg =

V − mvf (1 − x)
mx

(4.32)

Rate change of specific internal energy is given as

u̇ = xu̇g + (1 − x)u̇f + ẋuf g .

(4.33)

While the first term can be given in terms of the state T as u̇f = Cv,f Ṫ , with the assumption that
liquid specific heat does not vary significantly with changes in temperature away from saturation.
The same cannot be said of the second term, as vapor is allowed to vary independently.
The basic expression of specific energy is given by
 


∂P
du = Cv dT + T
− P dv .
∂T v

(4.34)



 
∂P
− P v̇ .
u̇ = Cv Ṫ + T
∂T v

(4.35)

The time derivative is then

The rate change of vapor specific volume is derived by taking the time derivative of Eq. 4.32.
Taking the time derivative with respect to the state variable rates yields

v̇g = Ṫ

∂vf
V +1
V +1
− ṁ 2 − ẋ
.
∂T
mx
mx2
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(4.36)

The equation for rate change of specific internal for steam is thus given by






∂vg
V +1
V +1
u̇g = Ṫ Cv +
β − ṁ
β − ẋ
β ,
∂T
m2 x
mx2
where
β=

h
 √ i
TR
a 1 − X̄ + Ȳ
2
v(v + b)

.

(4.37)

(4.38)

The term β represents the volumetric change of energy of the vapor. Derivation of this term is
based on the Gibbons and Laughton EOS, and is given in Appendix C.
With the independence of vapor from saturation, afforded by the additional state, it becomes possible for the system to exist with a vapor pressure unequal to the corresponding saturation pressure.
As an example, consider the response of a boiler system subject to a rapid change in steam demand.
If pressure drops suddenly, the liquid boil-off rate at existing nucleation sites may be insufficient
to lower the liquid temperature at the rate of saturation pressure decrease. As such, the liquid in
the drum may exist transiently as a superheated fluid. The drum may then experience a lower
pressure than the saturation pressure dictated by fluid temperature at saturation. This situation is
accompanied by an increase in boiling rate through homogeneous nucleation in the fluid.
In principal, this drum model structure matches well with the design of the circulation loop elements. This model also requires a similar definition for the rate change of quality, as given by Eq.
4.14. In both cases, this definition is a simplification on the boiling rates within a system that is
not at saturation. With this model, the definitions of steam under the water level, and the escape
rate are given as identical to that in the saturation model, according to Eq. 4.27 and Eq. 4.28.
A key necessity for the accuracy of this drum is a highly accurate model for drum pressure. While
the given Gibbons-Laughton EOS is quite accurate, in testing, this proved to incur non-insignificant
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steady state error. A more accurate, though more complex, implementation of a pressure function
may enable this type of simulation. Additionally, evaluation of the deviation of fluid thermodynamic properties at non-saturation conditions during transients would be beneficial. Implementation of more accurate, non-linear, boiling rate equations may make this drum definition viable and
more desirable. However, for the sake of focus on the circulation loop, the saturation model of the
drum is selected for further testing and simulation.

4.5

Summary

This boiler uses a multi-phase pseudo single-fluid description of water. It is divided into the sections of the drum, downcomer, and riser. The circulation loop consisting of the risers and downcomers is discretized into n elements. Each element has 2 states and 2 equations. This system
can be explicitly solved. Non-saturation in the circulation loop are handled by switching logic to
enforce the T = 0 conditions. The states are temperature T and quality x. Core equations are
given as

ẋ = Kb (Psat − P ) ,

(4.39)



∂v
∂vg
+
P + ẋm (uf g + vf g P ) = Q̇ + ṁin (hin − h) .
Ṫ m Cv + xβ
∂T
∂T

(4.40)

and

The drum consists of a 4 state system of equations. The two states T and x describe the mass and
energy balance of the system. Two states mb and ṁesc describe the distribution of vapor under the
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water level. This system is given by in the equations below.



∂vg
+ ẋmuf g = ṁf w hf w − ṁs hg + ṁr hr − ṁd hf − ṁIBD hf − ṁu
Ṫ m Cv + xβ
∂T

Ṫ m

∂v
+ ẋmvf g = −ṁv
∂T

(4.41)

(4.42)

ṁb = ṁr xr − ṁesc

(4.43)

m̈esc = Ke (ṁb )

(4.44)

For this model, several geometric parameters of the HRSG are needed. However, the overall
tunable parameters of the system is relatively small, and are given in Tab. 4.1.

Table 4.1: Tunable parameters of boiler model
Parameter
Kb
Ke
Kl

H̄
N

Description
Linearized non-saturation boiling factor
Steam escape rate factor
Downcomer flow coefficient factor
State switching deadband
Metal to fluid heat transfer coefficients1
Number of circulation loop elements

1

Parameter used within metal CV to determine Q̇

2

Units in W/m2 K
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Value
0.03
0.3
60
0.001
6000 2
10

CHAPTER 5: SIMULATION RESULTS

5.1

Real Time Simulation of LP HRSG

To demonstrate the functionality of the HRSG library for RTS, an LP HRSG was built in Simulink.
The LP subsystem was chosen to simplify construction and validate RTS functionality. Eventual
development of a complete HRSG is intended as future work. The system components are illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The complete LP HRSG model built using the HRSG library components is
shown in Appendix A. It should be noted that this LP model uses the boiler model previously
developed by McConnell [20].

Figure 5.1: LP HRSG schematic
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Figure 5.2: Functional Block of LP HRSG in Simulink (Left) and TIA Portal (Right)

Source and object files (*.scl and *.ob) generated through the ODK were added to the TIA Portal
project and PLC respectively. Within the TIA Portal project tree, the components generated from
the source file can be viewed, as shown in Fig. 5.3. When loaded, function blocks (FB) and data
blocks (DB) are generated.
Compilation of the model to SIMATIC S7 was proved successful. Parameters of the system were
stored in a global database, and PV inputs and outputs were made available through the I/O of
the FB. The FB diagram implemented in a ladder-logic rung is shown in Fig. 5.2. RTS of the LP
HRSG was shown with a timestep of 6.4ms, where the average calculation time was roughly 1ms,
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Figure 5.3: TIA Portal project tree

with a maximum of 4ms. This demonstrates real-time simulation of the LP HRSG using the HRSG
library components.

5.2

Boiler Model

In this section, validation of the boiler model is demonstrated by various methods. In Section 5.2.1,
the steady state performance of the boiler model is evaluated. Steady state values are compared to
real-world data of HRSG boilers. In Section 5.2.2, step inputs of key process values are used to
demonstrate the transient response of the boiler. Section 5.2.3 explores the numerical validity of
the model, including riser discretization and simulation time-step.
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All boiler simulation tests in the following sections use the construction data provided by Siemens
Energy for the Panda Stonewall GTCC. This plant uses a 2x2x1 configuration, with two GT-HRSG
trains in parallel feeding a single ST. As a 3PRH, there are three pressure levels, and correspondingly, 3 boilers within each HRSG. From these, HP and LP boilers were selected for validating the
boiler model. As visible in Fig. 3.2, the HP evaporator boiler is the only component in box 3. This
means that there is no simplification of this component and minimal effect from adjacent components. LP boiler, though sharing the box with the LP Econ, can also be used for drum simulation.
The IP boiler is contained within a box with several components, and also uses a supplementary
boiler system (not shown). This makes simulation and reference data incomparable for this box.
As such, the IP drum was not used for validation. Regardless, by choosing two different drums for
simulation, validation of the model for multiple geometries at different operational conditions is
demonstrated. HP and LP drum simulations are structured according to the layout of box 3 and 6a
in Fig. 3.2.
For the few parameters not specified or inferable by construction data, values were chosen within
typical ranges. This included the heat transfer coefficients and circulation flow resistance factor.
Tuning of parameters was minimal, focusing primarily on the character of response, as opposed
to explicit fitting of the model to comparison data. Tuning was not performed between different
simulations profiles of the same boiler.

5.2.1

Steady State Response

Siemens Energy provided operational heat flow diagrams specifying steady state conditions of the
HRSG. Various cases were provided, each representing different operational conditions. Of these,
three were selected and are hereafter referred to as Case A, Case B, and Case C. A table of the
relevant process values are contained in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Process values for steady state drum simulation

Flue Gas Temperature
Feedwater Temperature
Downstream Pressure
Flue Gas Mass Flow

Unit
K
K
MPa
kg/s

HP DRUM
Case A
Case B
730.37
726.71
592.32
588.98
11.51
10.90
563.37
530.76

Case C
714.15
580.54
9.04
429.06

LP DRUM
Case A
Case B
464.76
461.71
426.39
423.43
0.529
0.498
563.37
530.76

Case C
453.65
416.74
0.434
429.06

Steady state operation within a boiler is achieved when steam demand and feedwater supply are
balanced with a stable water level. To determine this point naturally, a PI controller was used to
drive feedwater flow and maintain a nominal water level in the drum. For a complete dynamic
simulation to be possible, the steam pipe flow resistance had to be included in the model, given by
5.1. The FG and metal CVs from the Simulink HRSG library are used with associated parameters
according to data for the Panda Stonewall power plant. Simulation of this boiler was performed
with 10 circulation loop elements and employed a fourth order Runge-Kutta solver with a fixed
time step of 10ms.

s
ṁs = Kv

P − Pdownstream
vg

(5.1)

Steam pipe flow resistance Kv and downcomer flow resistance Kl exist as inferable tunable parameters within the boiler model. Exact tuning of these values is possible for each operational case
individually. However, since the fundamental geometry of the boilers is common across operational cases, these parameter values are averaged across the cases.
Tables 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 show a comparison of the steady state performance of the HP and LP boiler
model for Cases A, B, and C, respectively.
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Table 5.2: Comparison of boiler model for Case A

Parameter
Temperature
Pressure
Steam/Feedwater Flow
Fluegas Exit Temperature

Units
K
MPa
kg/s
K

HP Boiler
Model
Data
596.43
596.65
11.79
11.81
63.06
66.16
608.66
602.43

Error
-0.04%
-0.17%
-4.69%
1.03%

LP Boiler
Model
Data
422.69
428.67
0.47
0.55
9.22
7.83
428.25
437.59

Error
-1.39%
-14.61%
17.78%
-2.14%

Table 5.3: Comparison of boiler model for Case B

Parameter
Temperature
Pressure
Steam/Feedwater Flow
Fluegas Exit Temperature

Units
K
MPa
kg/s
K

HP Boiler
Model
Data
592.28
592.43
11.15
11.18
58.65
60.81
603.26
597.71

Error
-0.03%
-0.27%
-3.55%
-0.93%

LP Boiler
Model
Data
427.98
426.43
0.54
0.52
10.68
7.23
435.66
434.87

Error
0.36%
4.17%
47.73%
0.18%

Performance of the HP drum simulation shows good correlation over all cases evaluated. The LP
drum simulation deviates in pressure and in steam mass flow. There are two identified factors that
may be contributing to the error seen in the LP drum. First, the LP drum has been simplified from
its actual geometry, including the splitting of box 6. The second known factor is significant variance in the calculated pipe flow resistance factor Kl across cases for the LP drum. The exact cause
of this variance is currently unknown. However, overall performance of the drum is promising,
especially with regard to the ideal simulation case comparison of the HP drum.
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Table 5.4: Comparison of boiler model for Case C

Parameter
Temperature
Pressure
Steam/Feedwater Flow
Fluegas Exit Temperature

Units
K
MPa
kg/s
K

HP Boiler
Model
Data
576.86
582.21
9.05
9.25
46.51
46.18
584.29
578.32

5.2.2

Error
-0.92%
-2.16%
0.71%
1.03%

LP Boiler
Model
Data
422.69
420.91
0.47
0.45
9.22
5.56
428.25
427.76

Error
0.42%
4.94%
65.93%
0.11%

Perturbation Response

While steady-state accuracy is required for the boiler model, the focal interest in the developed
boiler model is its ability to capture dynamic behavior. Before complete integration with a HRSG,
or even a multi-unit HRSG box, it is important to measurably verify transient characteristics. Lacking appropriate transient data, validation of the drum model focuses on the response characteristics.
In effect, the primary objective of this testing is to replicate expected transient responses. Configuration of the model was similar to that used in the steady state testing, with the only modification
being that no PI controller was used.
Steady state conditions determined for the HP drum were used to initialize the drum. A step in the
steam demand was applied to the model at 50 seconds, with all other parameters held constant, The
simulation window extends up to 200 seconds to observe both immediate and mid length effects
of the step change.

5.2.2.1

Steam Demand Decrease

In this test, the amount of steam demanded from the drum is decreased from nominal steady state
values by 10%. The drum pressure response is shown in Fig. 5.4, for all cases. The decreased steam
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Figure 5.4: HP drum pressure response to 10% step decrease in steam demand

flow at the same heat rate into the drum allows for the excess steam to increase drum pressure.
The circulation loop massflow response to the decreased steam demand is shown for Case A in
Fig. 5.5. At the time of the applied step change, flow through the circulation loop begins to fall.
The downcomer flow falls sharply before reaching an approximately linear decrease rate. The riser
sees a sharper decline at the instant of the step change, rising to meet and subsequently match
the falling rate of the downcomer flow after approximately 20 seconds. This behavior matches
the expected behavior of a system with a rapidly increased pressure, with condensing vapor in the
riser immediately reducing flow, while also reducing total circulation flow due to the decreased
difference in water column pressures.
A prominent feature of the riser flow plot is the high degree of oscillation and variance during tran-
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Figure 5.5: HP boiler circulation flow response to 10% step decrease in steam demand for Case A

sient conditions. This was found to be caused due to the switching of states within the circulation
elements, from saturation to non-saturation conditions. This occurs due to the changing pressure
of the drum which causes the applied pressure of the element to be outside of the saturation tolerance. It should be noted that this oscillation does not cause any significant oscillation of the main
measured boiler values, which benefits from integral smoothing of its states. A closer evaluation
of the oscillations of the riser flow is shown in the numerical validation section of Section 5.2.3.
Fig. 5.6 shows the water level response of the drum for all cases in the HP drum. It is interesting to
note the observed decrease in drum level which reaches a minimum at roughly 70 seconds, or 20
seconds after the step input. As the pressure in the drum increases, less vaporization occurs overall.
With the incoming feed water flow rates unchanged, the water level eventually rises steadily. This
feature demonstrates the shrink behavior of the water level in response to an decrease demand of
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Figure 5.6: HP drum water level response to 10% step decrease in steam demand

steam flow.

5.2.2.2

Steam Demand Increase

A similar step test was performed with the HP drum, where the steam demanded from the boiler
was increased by 10%. All other parameters are held constant. The pressure response is shown for
all cases in Fig. 5.7, with a steady downward trend following the step change.
The circulation flow is plotted for Case A, shown in Fig. 5.8. A sharp increase in the riser flow
is first seen, before falling to match the rising downcomer flow. The downcomer flow lags behind
the spike in riser flow. At roughly 75 seconds, nearly 25 seconds after the step input, the riser and
downcomer flows have met at similar average increasing rates.
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Figure 5.7: HP drum pressure response to 10% increase in steam demand

The impact of the circulation loop can be seen in Fig. 5.9, where the initial increase of the water
level can be seen. Rapid expansion of steam combined with an increased boiling rate in the risers
causes an increase in the amount of steam present within the water of the drum. This displaces
the water and elevates the water level of the drum. This reaction is soon overtaken by the overall
increased rate of vaporization caused by the lower pressure in the drum. This behavior of the drum
demonstrates the boiler swell reaction.
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Figure 5.8: HP boiler circulation flow response to 10% step increase in steam demand for Case A
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Figure 5.9: HP drum water level response to 10% step increase in steam demand
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Figure 5.10: Pressure response of Åström-Bell drum model to 10% step change in steam demand

5.2.2.3

Åström-Bell Simulation Comparison

The Åström-Bell model was implemented within Simulink for evaluation and simulation. To help
evaluate the quality of the simulation response of the proposed boiler, similar, though not identical,
step tests were simulated using the Åström-Bell model. As this simulation is intended to compare
quality of response, the simulations were not tuned to provide identical responses. Rather, the
boiler parameters and input conditions for the Åström-Bell model simulation match that given in
[10]. In both the novel and Åström-Bell model simulations, step changes of 10% for steam demand
were applied, with all other conditions held constant.
The response of the boiler pressure given by the Åström-Bell model shows a linear rate change
following the step changes, as shown in Fig. 5.10. This is quite similar to the pressure change
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Figure 5.11: Circulation flow response of Åström-Bell drum model to 10% decrease in steam
demand

shape seen in the novel boiler of Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.7.
The transient response of the circulation loop in the Åström-Bell boiler model shows a similar
shape to that of the proposed boiler. A rapid change is seen in the riser flow before the downcomer
flow responds to the change. Lastly, the swell and shrink response of the Åström-Bell drum is
shown in 5.13.
In all comparisons, the overall trend shapes of the proposed model to the Åström-Bell model show
similar characteristics. The greatest difference in the characteristics of the plots is the fluctuations
of the riser flow in the proposed boiler model. Nonetheless, similar overall behavior is achieved
using a discretized CV approach for the circulation loop, including swell and shrink behavior.
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Figure 5.12: Circulation flow response of Åström-Bell drum model to 10% increase in steam
demand
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Figure 5.13: Åström-Bell drum water level response to 10% step change in steam demand
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5.2.3

Numerical Validation

Numerical validity of the model requires that the model be sufficiently converged in time, indicating insensitivity of simulation solution to the time step chosen. Additionally, with the discretization
of the circulation loop into separate elements, it further necessary to determine valid convergence
in space along the axial direction. In this section, the model insensitivity to time step and number
of elements is demonstrated.
To test time step insensitivity, the HP drum was configured to run a 10% step increase in steam
demand. For this test, PI control of the drum was not enabled. Evaluation of the simulation
time-step began with determination of the upper bound of numerical stability. Initially, time steps
larger than 100ms were tested, but these tests indicated the onset of numerical instability. As such,

Figure 5.14: Drum temperature convergence in time
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Figure 5.15: Drum water level convergence in time

simulation began with the time step of 100ms, reducing by order of magnitude until simulation
results showed minimal change with an further reduction in step size. The time step sizes of
100ms, 10ms, 1ms, and 0.1ms, were tested.
The HP drum temperature response with the selected time steps is shown in Fig 5.14. It is evident
from this plot that the effect of time step on the state of temperature is minimal. This was also found
for all states of the drum through various configurations. The greatest difference was observed in
the water level, as shown in Fig. 5.15. Between 100ms and 10ms, the water level shows an
appreciable difference. Beyond 10ms, the simulation results did not appreciably vary and the
simulation results had converged. For this reason, all simulations for the boiler model in this paper
used 10ms unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 5.16: Oscillations present within riser at various simulation time steps
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Switching of states within a dynamic model has the potential to induce first order discontinuities
for signals dependent on switched values. In the boiler model developed by McConnell [20],
such oscillations were present in the mass flow leaving the boiler in transient conditions. These
discontinuities can negatively affect stability of the model and reduce the smoothness of signals
which are directly dependent on the switched state values. This oscillation caused by switching
of states is observed in the riser outlet flows as seen in Fig. 5.16. In the expanded view of the
oscillations, it can be observed that typical peaks are of similar magnitude regardless of the time
step chosen. Through simulation tests, it was also noted that the oscillations of the riser due to state
switching did not have a detrimental effect on stability in the range of time steps tested. Signals
typically output by the boiler model benefit from integral smoothing in the drum through, and so
do not see first order type discontinuity in signal states.

Figure 5.17: Steady-state quality distribution through HP riser along vertical axial direction
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Evaluation of the spacial convergence of the circulation loop is performed by sequential simulations with an increasing number of total elements. The simulation profile used is Case A for the
HP drum, where all results are evaluated at steady state conditions. The position of each measured
point represents the geometric center of the element along the axial direction.
The steady-state steam quality in the riser is shown in Fig. 5.17. The horizontal axis denotes the
normalized length along the riser from the feeder headers to the riser inlets at the drum. As the
number of elements increases, it is observed that the vapor quality distribution in the riser converges
upon a specific linear increase. Large difference in density between steam and water phases make
it challenging to conceptualize the volumetric proportions within the boiler. The evolution of the
steam volume fraction along the riser is also given for the same condition in Fig. 5.18. Sufficient
convergence for the riser is observed by 10 elements.

Figure 5.18: Steady-state volume fraction distribution through HP riser along axial direction
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

6.1

Overview

A library of numerical models representing key HRSG components has been developed within
Simulink, adapting the work of previous researchers performed within the HySES lab. Integration of the thermodynamic calculation script XSteam has been performed, enabling its use within
Simulink simulations as well as code generation. This enables simulation and code generation
of HRSG models built using the component library. Demonstration of this capability was shown
through the simulation of an LP HRSG on a Siemens S7-1500 PLC, connected to a SPPA-T3000
controller, and programmed through TIA Portal.
A drum boiler model was then developed and proposed using lumped control volumes and a discretized downcomer and riser loop. Steady state performance of the drum correlated well with
input data provided by Siemens Energy. Performance of the boiler to step-changes showed adequate capture of the swell and shrink phenomena under transient operation. Convergence in time
and space was demonstrated with a timestep of 10ms with 10 circulation loop elements, indicating
suitability for RTS within the HRSG component library.
With discretization of the riser and downcomer loop, vaporization and free convection was demonstrated. It has been shown that a linear assumption for rapid boiling, introduced within the risers
and downcomers, can approximate flash boiling in non-saturation conditions. Swell and shrink
behavior was observed, driven by the interaction of the circulation loop and drum in transient
operation.
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6.2

Future Work

While the work presented successfully meets the objectives established, there are identified areas
of improvement that deserve further research and development.

6.2.1

Integration of Drum Boiler in Fully Integrated HRSG Simulation

While the drum boiler created has performed well in isolated testing, implementation in a fully
integrated HRSG model for evaporator sections remains to be demonstrated. A full HRSG model
should also be demonstrated in RTS on a Siemens PLC. Additionally, implementation of a complete steam cycle simulation including condenser and ST model remains to be performed, and
would allow evaluation of overall performance of the HRSG in an closed steam cycle.

6.2.2

Validation of Boiler Shrink Behavior

Improved tuning of the drum swell and shrink response may be performed. This tuning would
require additional transient data, including timeseries data on drum level, circulation flow rates,
feedwater flow, and steam demand. Additionally, the affect of steam generation and condensation
of steam below the water level in the drum is currently not evaluated. An appropriate thermodynamic characterization for this may allow for swell and shrink effects caused by feedwater flow
perturbations where the feedwater enters the drum at lower temperatures.

6.2.3

Improved Boiling Equation

The assumed linearized boiling equation used in the risers has functioned well and allowed for the
swell and shrink seen in the drum. However, in future work evaluating the rate of rapid boiling at
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non-saturation conditions, it may become necessary to use improved boiling rate equations. Implementation of a non-saturation drum model, such as the one introduced in Section 4.4.1, may also
become viable and useful for highly transient simulations. Such implementations may incorporate
non-equilibrium relationships such as homogeneous relaxation model (HRM) by Downar-Zapolski
et al. [24]. Through this, performance of the circulation loop and drum may be further improved
for transient simulation and control design.
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APPENDIX A: LP HRSG MODEL
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Figure A.1: LP HRSG constructed using standard constructed Simulink HRSG component library.
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APPENDIX B: DRUM BOILER MODEL
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Figure B.1: Functional block diagram of boiler including drum, 5 downcomer elements, and 5 riser
elements.
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APPENDIX C: DERIVATIONS USING GIBBONS-LAUGHTON
EQUATION OF STATE
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The differential form of internal energy

dU = T dS − P dV

(C.1)

can be expressed as Eq. C.2 by substitution of thermodynamic relationships.


dU = Cv dT −

∂U
∂V


dV

(C.2)

T

By considering the differential form of entropy

dS =

∂S
∂T




dT +

v

∂S
∂V


dV
T

as a function of T and V, it can be expressed as

dS =

Cv
T



1
dT +
T
v



∂U
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+ P dV
T

The partial derivative with respect to volume is taken which yields


which can then be solved for

∂S
∂V




=

∂U
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∂P
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=
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∂U
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+P
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in Eq. C.3.
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∂P
∂T


−P
v

(C.3)

By substituting Eq. C.3 into Eq. C.2, the differential form of internal energy is now given by Eq.
C.4.

 


∂P
dU = Cv dT − T
− P dV
∂T v

(C.4)

Using the Gibbons-Laughton EOS for polar gases, internal energy can be explicitly defined. The
Gibbons-Laughton EOS is shown in Eq. C.5, where a and b are equation parameters and α is a
function of T as given by Eq. C.6. The constants X̄ and Ȳ are fluid specific and are given in [23].

P =

aα(T )
RT
−
v − b v(v + b)

(C.5)

p

α = 1 + X̄ (TR − 1) + Ȳ
TR − 1

Taking the partial derivative of

∂P
∂T v



yields




Thus,

∂P
∂T


v

(C.6)

R
=
−
v−b

a X̄TR + Ȳ

q

T v(v + b)

TR
2


.

h
 √ i
TR
 

 a 1 − X̄ + Ȳ
2
∂P
−P =
T
∂T v
v(v + b)

Rewriting Eq. C.4 as a time derivative on a specific bases using the Gibbons and Laughton equation
of state yields the equation


∂vg
u̇ = Ṫ Cv + β
,
∂T
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(C.7)

where
β=

h
 √ i
TR
a 1 − X̄ + Ȳ
2
v(v + b)
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